Methodical basis of training of cadets for the military applied heptathlon competitions
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Abstract

Purpose: of the research is to develop methodical bases of training of cadets for the military applied heptathlon competitions.

Material: Cadets of 2-3 courses at the age of 19-20 years (n=20) participated in researches. Cadets were selected by the best results of exercises performing included into the program of military applied heptathlon competitions (100 m run, 50 m freestyle swimming, Kalashnikov rifle shooting, pull-up, obstacle course, grenade throwing, 3000 m run). Preparation took place on the basis of training center. All trainings were organized and carried out according to the methodical basics: in a week preparation microcycle five days cadets had two trainings a day (on Saturday was one training, on Sunday they had rest). The selected exercises with individual loads were performed.

Results: Sport scores demonstrated top results in the performance of 100 m run, 3000 m run and pull-up. The indices of performing exercise “obstacle course” were much lower than expected. Rather low results were demonstrated in swimming and shooting.

Conclusions: Results of researches indicate the necessity of quality improvement: cadets’ weapons proficiency; physical readiness to perform the exercises requiring complex demonstration of all physical qualities.
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Introduction

The competitions in different directions of future professional activity take a certain place in structure of cadets’ training of military educational institutions. Military applied heptathlon competitions are the most difficult among them. Such competitions allow to estimate the cadets’ training level. They require demonstration of the maximum physical and psychological skills by cadets.

Cadets’ future professional activity provides a possible participation in regime and force actions [7]. Therefore the problem of cadets’ high-quality training is still particularly essential. Increase of loads of cadets’ vocational physical training couldn’t provide the solution of the application tasks [3]. The different researches indicate the requirement of cadets’ good physical training [8]. According to O. Rolyuk’s opinion [11] the military man must have physical endurance, strength, speed, accuracy, reliability of actions in the conditions of time’s deficit and absence of additional information. Other researches were aimed at the development of cadets’ applied physical qualities for effective implementation of fight’s methods [16]. Authors mark that increase in level of special endurance of cadets-fighters should be carried out simultaneously with improvement of the general physical training [14]. In other research [17] were defined typical mistakes done by cadets during mastering submission hold. Authors considered improvement of training’s methods with a point of view of advanced theoretical researches devoted to processes of movements’ regulation. Such approach allowed to improve considerably the quality of cadets’ training. It is possible to use complex technique of cadets’ training [15]. Authors recommend to combine subjects of vocational training: physical, tactical training and weapons proficiency. Multiathlon and battle marches on different distances are effective activities to improve physical, moral and volitional powers of cadets. Such trainings contain various obstacles (high-rise constructions, ferryings, firing lines, etc.) [15, 19]. It is determined that the long stay in conditions of positional defense is not a problem for implementation of military men requirement for physical improvement [18].

The important components of cadets’ training are the followings: appropriative organization of pedagogical control [30]; choice of adequate and reliable tests [28, 42]; optimization of physical loads [21, 35]; planning of preparation cycles of taking into account the morphofunctional features of an organism [38, 40].

It is possible to distinguish the following directions of cadets’ training: approaches to increase the level of special and general endurance [23, 29, 33]; basics of nutrition [26] and its influence on body weight [32]; physical rehabilitation and prophylaxis of traumatism during physical exercises’ performance [41]; keeping of healthy lifestyle [34]; influence of various factors on motor behavior of a person [25, 27]; methodological provision of training’s quality [31, 39, 46]; satisfaction of sports activity [44, 45]; individual approach to difficult exercises training [36, 37, 47].

It is necessary to consider that cadets’ weapons proficiency depends on psychophysiological features of person [22, 24, 43].

The modern military applied heptathlon is notable for exceptional complexity. Each of its types can significantly affect the general result of competitions [15, 19]. As a rule, the training process is rather difficult. It is connected with the requirement of training’s camps organization, existence of necessary material resources. Proficiency level of specialists in all types of training is also important.

The analysis of scientific literature allows to confirm that the major factor is absence of methodical basics...
of studying and training process creation of cadets’ preparation for complex competitions.

The purpose of the research is to develop methodical bases of training of cadets for the military applied heptathlon competitions.

Material and methods.

Participants. Cadets of 2-3 courses at the age of 19-20 years (n=20) participated in researches.

Organization of researches. The research had two stages. The first stage corresponded to the preparatory period. Tasks of that stage were the following:
1. carrying out of preliminary monitoring of cadets’ readiness level by seven types of multiathlon;
2. preparation for competitions;
3. selection of cadets for competitions according to the results of the current monitoring.

This stage was carried out into the training center. At this stage all trainings were organized and were carried out according to the methodical bases of preparation:
- rational week distribution of training load by types of multiathlon for cadets of military educational institution (tab. 1) was made;
- within one training exercise the shooting were carried out only after exercises in swimming;
- exercises in swimming and shooting weren’t crossed with exercises in grenade throwing;
- in a week microcycle of preparation five days cadets had two trainings a day (on Saturday they had rest);

Individualization of load considered evaluation method of multiathlon types fulfillment and results, and also the current physical state of cadets. To the development of these methodical basics we have come after the analysis of cadets’ participation experience in competitions in separate types of multiathlon.

Preparation for the first type of the competitions “100 m run” consisted of the following exercises: start from different poses: front lying position with bent arms; back lying position; front lying position; squat position face and a back towards movement; squat position back towards movement jumping squat with turn on 180°; squat position back towards movement jumping squat with turn on 360°; run downhill; run downhill on sand; run downhill on sand with weighted (a car tire – the rope with turn on 360°; run downhill; run downhill on sand; run on a distance with partner as weighted; jumping exercises (jumping squat with advance forward, jumps on the right leg with advance forward and pulling of the left leg to a breast up, the same for the left leg); run (10-30 m flying start, 30 m, 60 m, 100 m), The main method of exercises fulfillment was repeated one [4].

Preparation for the second type of multiathlon “50 m freestyle swimming” was carried out on the course of an open waters and consisted of the following exercises: 25-50 m freestyle swimming, practice of turn and start. Interval and repeated methods were used to perform these exercises [4].

In competitive exercise “shooting from a military weapon” Kalashnikov (exercise of AK-1) was used. This exercise consists of three trial shots and ten exam shots. During cadets’ training were used: training in preparation for shooting from small weapons from different positions. After that preparation was directed to practice of exercises of basic shooting from small weapons. Exercises of basic shooting consist of shooting from different positions: shooting from prone position; shooting from standing on one knee position; firing from standing position (3 shots from each position). Further exercises of basic shooting were executed, including fast shooting, from personal weapon (AK-1). Preparation finished by trainings and execution of special exercises of shooting from personal weapon (AK-1). Special exercises of shooting consist of firing from different positions: prone, knee, standing of 5 shots from each position.

The “Pull-up” exercise was the fourth type of multiathlon. During cadets’ training the following exercises were used: hip-swing-up; muscle-up; arm-pumping exercises (support on parallel bars, front lying support, front lying support weighted – with carryall bag of sand on the back); movement on hands on parallel bars; movement on straight arms on parallel bars (to hold legs cross); bench pressing (70-80% of body weight).

Passing of obstacle course demands from cadets fulfillment of traditional set of exercises: to throw 600 g grenade from dug position on 20 m on a wall (breaches) or on 1x2,6 m field before a wall (direct hit is ruled valid; missing the hit by the first grenade to continue throwing – no more than three grenades before target hit); to jump out of trench; 100 m run on the track in the direction to the start; to run around a flag; 20 m run and to jump over 2.5 m wide fire trench; to climb

Table 1. Week distribution of a training load by types of multiathlon

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of competition exercise</th>
<th>Days of week</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Monday</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 m run</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 m freestyle swimming</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Military weapon shooting (AK-1)</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull-up</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle course</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grenade throwing F-1</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000 m run</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
over a fence, to climb on a vertical ladder on the second segment of the destroyed bridge; to run on the bars, to skip on the other bar, to jump off on the land from a standing position from the end of the last segment of the bar; to overcome three steps of the destroyed ladder (mandatory contact with two legs of the land between steps), to run under the fourth step; to creep in a wall breach; to jump down in a trench, to pass on a trench; to jump out of a well; a jump to overcome a wall; to run up an inclined ladder on the fourth step and to run down on steps of the destroyed ladder; to climb on a vertical ladder on the bar of the destroyed bridge, to run on the bar (bars are located sequentially at small distance from each other), to run down on inclined board; to jump over 2 m wide fire trench; to run 20 m, to run around the flag, to run 100 m in the opposite direction on the track to the finish. Total length of an obstacle course is 400 m. The main method of training is repeated. Each element and exercise was practiced individually and in complex.

The next type of multiathlon was grenade throwing. There were some difficulties. Cadets practically did not know technique of running start and swing. The personal optimum distance of running start for effective fulfillment of a throw was selected. The main method of exercises fulfillment was repeated.

Final type of multiathlon is 3000 m run. For effective preparation for this type of competitions was used so-called “sidestep” run: 1 km – 2 km – 3 km – 2 km – 1 km in case of the heart rate (HR) within 155-165 beats/min. Run was fulfilled by a equal and variable methods. Besides cadets run 3-5 km in the same pulse mode.

The cadets’ preparation and participation in competitions was carried out under the leadership of the physical training teachers and weapons proficiency teachers with profile education.

Protocols of competitions were analyzed during the researches: results of personal and team performances by each type of multiathlon. In pedagogical testing were applied standard test exercises for cadets: 100 m run and 3000 m, 50 m freestyle swimming, pull-up; obstacle course; grenade throwing; Kalashnikov rifle shooting. Pedagogical observation was carried out for improvement of training load value; detections of cadets mental response to the considerable physical activities; for determination of performance spirit in competitions.

Statistical analysis. The received results were processed by means of statistical soft Microsoft Excel with calculation of the following indices: arithmetic middling (X); mean-square deviation (σ), Student t-test (t).

Results
Results of the first stage of researches are provided into tab. 2. The analysis of results of fulfillment by cadets the first type of multiathlon – 100 m run confirms rather high level of high-speed and force abilities development. According to the standards for physical training for cadets of military educational institution [5] the average result of team much more exceeds the mark “excellent”.

There is a fact that in standards of physical training for cadets there is no swimming at all. There are only norms for overcoming a distance in full gear [5]. During preparation in swimming we were guided by results in sport. As a result the average result of each team in 50 m freestyle swimming is much lower, than demonstrate children of elementary sport school. Individual results of cadets were also very low.

Results of shooting are at the low level. Therefore preparation for this type of competitions requires special attention. The average result of team in pull up (the fourth type of competitions) is rather high and according to the standards [5] much more exceeds the mark “excellent”. The average result of team during overcoming “obstacle course”, in comparison with standards [5] exceeds mark “excellent”.

Results of grenade F-1 throwing on distance demonstrate the lack of the appropriate method of performance. As a result, the most of cadets demonstrated rather low individual results. At the same time the average result of team in comparison with standards [5] corresponds to the mark “good”.

In 3000 m run cadets demonstrated rather high individual results: the average induce of team in comparison with standards [5] exceeds the mark “excellent”.

The above mentioned data confirmed that cadets demonstrate higher results in the following types of multiathlon: 100 m and 3000 m run, pull-up, obstacle course. The lower results in 50 m freestyle swimming, grenade throwing and shooting were noted. It can lead to loss of scores in all-team competition. Results of preliminary monitoring allowed to reveal weaknesses and strengths of cadets physical training and weapons proficiency, their moral and strong-willed spirit. It allowed

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of exercises</th>
<th>Xam</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>100 m, sec</td>
<td>13,2</td>
<td>0,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50 m freestyle swimming, sec</td>
<td>45,5</td>
<td>3,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK-1 (shooting), scores</td>
<td>75,8</td>
<td>10,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pull-up, times</td>
<td>19,4</td>
<td>1,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obstacle course, min, sec</td>
<td>2,02</td>
<td>0,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Throw of grenade F-1, m</td>
<td>38,3</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3000 m, min, sec</td>
<td>11,10</td>
<td>0,36</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to define tasks of the preparatory and competitive periods, to develop a technique of preparation for the forthcoming competitions.

The carrying out the preparatory period on the basis of training center allowed to apply wider arsenal of preparatory exercises. Use of different modifications of exercises in run and jumps on sand, down the hill, with weighted, etc. contributed to the development of physical and moral and strong-willed qualities of cadets.

At the end of the preparatory period the current monitoring was carried out. 10 cadets were selected for participation in the military applied heptathlon competitions. Results of the current monitoring and results of competitions are provided into tab. 3.

The table 3 testifies that during preparation period cadets substantially improved the results in the following disciplines of multiathlon: 100 m and 3000 m run, 50 m swimming, grenade throwing on a distance. At the same time the team of National Academy of the National Guard took the 5th place following the results of competitions. The general result was substantially affected by low result in exercise “50 m freestyle swimming” and the considerable errors in shooting.

Discussion.

The analysis of scientific and methodical literature of the last few years can be argued that in preparation of cadets training camps organize and carry out only for sport teams. Most often it is fighting types of single combats [14, 16, 17]. At the same time the technology of preparation for different types of multiathlon is almost lost. The analysis of curricula demonstrates a priority of theoretical subjects of a humanitarian profile over practical disciplines. Thereby the number of physical education classes and cadets’ sport training is reduced.

Preparation for participation in competitions includes physical, technical and psychological training. We developed the methodical basics of preparatory period organization of preparation for participation in military applied heptathlon competitions which helped to lead substantially physical capacities of cadets to the required level. Obtained data confirm a first priority of physical fitness level factor in support of personal combat readiness of cadets. It is also confirmed by other researches [1, 11, 13]. Data on relevance of cadets’ basic physical training factor are added [13, 18]. Results of competitions testify to the problem of cadets’ psychological readiness for fulfillment tasks similar to the military mission.

It was important to use in the training activities the specific means and methods of training; simulations of the most serious conditions of military multiathlon. Also during training process the current results of cadets were compared with predicted ones. When results had some discrepancies the value and directivity of a training load was improved.

Total control was carried out during prestarting preparation period on next to last week. The fact that preparation was fulfilled in field conditions was considered and there was no opportunity to hold preliminary competitions with strong rivals. It would help to set cadets up for variability of fight methods in different types of multiathlon from the psychological point of view [12].

The results received during the competitions demonstrate their improvement in comparison with preliminary ones. Results of exercises “shooting” and “obstacle course” during competitions were worse than during preliminary period. Comparison of results of preliminary, current and total control testifies the increase of indicators which doesn’t have reliable character (p>0,05).

In the conditions of an open waters there isn’t opportunity of practice turns and start. This factor is an important component of good result in swimming [9].

Today training of cadets for different types of competitions (in particular similar to combat-field conditions) cause some difficulties. Shooting is the specific type demanding special preparation. An opportunity to use in competitions a military weapon is followed by difficulties with its transportation and protection. There are also not enough bullets for training. The following factors have significant influence on results of shooting:
cadet’s psychological features; skeletal muscles tension; chosen speed and a rhythm of shooting [2, 6].

Conclusions:
1. The analysis of references testifies that teachers in higher education institutions of a military profile have accumulated work experience of cadets’ training for profession basics. However there are losses in complex techniques of teaching profile subjects: physical training and weapons proficiency. It influences significantly on the process of cadets’ training.

2. Results of researches testify the necessity to increase quality of cadets’ weapons proficiency; physical readiness to perform the exercises demanding complex demonstration of all physical qualities.
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